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ABSTRACT 
A recursive algorithm for the implicit derivation of  the determinant of  a symmetric quindiagonal 
matrix is developed in terms of  its leading principal minors. The algorithm is shown to yield a 
Sturmian sequence of  polynomials from which the eigenvalues can be obtained by use of  the 
bisection process. Further  modif ications to the inverse iteration method using Wilkinson's tech- 
nique (1962) yields the required eigenvectors. 
1. C~ATION OF THE EIGENVALUES OF A 
SYMMETRIC QUINDIAGONAL MATRIX 
Recent computational techniques for the solution of 
the algebraic eigenvalue problem for symmetric 
matrices (Givens, Householder methods 7 involve 
indirectly the determination f the eigenvalues of a 
related tridiagonal matrix (Wilkinson, 19657. Un- 
doubtedly, these methods owe their very existence to 
the fact that the characteristic polynomial of a tri- 
diagonal matrix can be obtained implicitly with great 
ease for numerical values of X by computing a simple 
sequence of polynomials derived from the leading 
principal minors. 
Similarly, since quindiagonal matrices arise frequently 
"m vibration problems in engineering it seems pertinent, 
to investigate the structure of such a matrix with a 
view to developing a similar sequence of polynomials 
derived from its leading principal minors to express 
the characteristic equation implicitly. 
Given a symmetric quindiagonal matrix, it is well 
known that the required eigenvalues are given by the 
equation 
det (C- XI 7 = O, (1.17 
or in full matrix notation, 
I 
(Cl-X)' b2 ' d3 ,I ' 
b 2 (c2-X7 , b 3 , d* 4 , 
d 3 b 3 ,(c3-X),lb4.. , d 5. 0 
d4 , b4 , (c4_X) , x .  -...~. 
_ . _ .~ . ,~,  _ _ ~. , ,~ .~ _ _ ._~,.~ _. x~., .... 
"% "x  "x. "-.. d n 
0 ~. . .  bn_l, (Cn_ l-X), " b n 
<'X. dn , bn , (Cn_X) 
=o 
(1.27 
(*) D . J .  Evans, Department  of  Computer  Studies, Loughborough University of Technology, 
Leicestershire, England 
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A Laplace expansion of the leading principal minors 
of C-M gives the following sequence of polynomials, 
Pi(X) = Pi' i= 0, 1, 2, and 3. 
P0 = 1 
PI = (Cl - )Q' 
2 
P2 = (c2 - X) P1 - b2 PO' 
2 2 
P3 = (c3-~) P2 - b3 P1 - d3 (c2-X) + 2d3b2by 
(1.3) 
Now the evaluation of P4 can be obtained in terms of 
P3 and previous members of the set of polynomials 
Pi (i = 0, 1, 2) by bordering it horizontally with the 
matrix row elements 0, d 4, b4, (c 4 -)k) and vertically 
with the matrix column elements 0, d4, b4, (c4-X) 
using a procedure outlined by Burnside and Panton 
(1904). 
The expansion for P4 can be written in the form 
P4 = (c4-X) P3-b~ P2 :d~ {c3-X) P l -d2p0 } 
+ 2d4b 4 (b3P 1 -b2d3P0) .  (1.4) 
Further applications of this bordering technique, 
produce the recursive sequence Pi for i= 5, 6 .. . .  
2 {(Ci_l -X) Pi-3 -d2-1Pi-4 ) Pi = (ci-)~) Pi- 1 - b2Pi- 2 - di 
+ 2 dib i {bi_ 1Pi_ 3 -bi_2di_lPi_ 4 
+ bi_3di_ 1 di_2Pi_5 .... } , 
and finally in a more compact notation, for i= n, 
2 2 
Pn = (Cn - X) Pn-1 - bn Pn-2 - dn {(Cn-l-X)Pn-3 
point arithmetic without the fear of underflow and 
overflow occurring, we follow a similar procedure 
to Barth et al (1967) and replace the sequence of 
polynomials Pi(X) by the sequence pi(X) defined by 
pi(X) = Pi0,)/Pi_l()~), (i= 1, 2 .... n) (1.6) 
The polynomials pi()t) can be shown with a little 
analysis to satisfy the relationships, 
po = 1 
Pl = (el - X) 
2 
p2 = (c 2 -X ) -  b2/P1, 
2 2 
P3 = (c3 - )') - b3 / P2 - d3 (c2 - X)/P2Pl + 2 d3b2b3/p2Pl ' 
b 2 d 2 
Pn = (Cn-)~)- n/Pn-1 - n {(Cn-l-X)/Pn-lPn-2 
d 2 
- n_l/Pn_lPn_2Pn_3 )
n -2 j + 1 n- 1 
+ 2 2; (-1) bnb n_j[(dn/pn_j_lPn_j)r=~_ l(dr/pt)] j=l  j+ 
(1.7) 
With the use of the modified sequence of polynomials 
Pi' i = 0, 1, 2 .... n in (1.7) we f'md that the number of 
negative n. now gives s()t), the number of eigenvalues 
o r 1 
smaller than ~,. 
A more detailed formulation of this algorithm together 
with its extension to unsymmetric quindiagonal matrices 
has been discussed in Evans (1974). 
d2 2~2,  1,j+ 1 n 2. CALCULATION OF THE EIGENVECTORS OF A 
- n-lPn-4 ) + ( - )  bnbn-j r= ~-j+ I dr Pn-j+ 2 QUINDIAGONAL MATRIX BY INVERSE ITERA- 
TION 
(1.5) 
Now since the polynomials P0, P1, P2 ..... Pn-1, Pn 
form a sequence consisting of the leading principal 
minors of [C-MI, they can be shown to form a 
properly signed interleaved sequence of polynomials 
(i. e., all Pk 0t) > 0 for a sufficiently large value of)t 
either positive or negative and the zeros of Pk()k) 
strictly separate those of Pk + 1(it)) andthus with the 
aid of the separation theorem (Wilkinson 1965), it 
can be shown that the sequence of polynomials 
P0, P1 ..... Pn form a Sturm sequence of polynomials 
on the interval (-m + -). 
The fundamental property of such polynomials 
facilitate the calculation of the roots by the process 
of bisection, i.e., the number of disagreements in the 
sign s(X) in the sequence Pi' i= 0, 1, 2 .... n being 
equal to the number of roots of Pn()t) smaller than)~. 
In order to carry ou,t the above algorithm in floating 
Suppose v is taken as the initial vector, then to Fred 
the eigenvector corresponding to given values of X 
(say Xj) using two steps of inverse iteration, we.must 
solve 
(c- xj I )x  = v (2.1) 
followed by 
(C - XjI)y = x (2.2) 
where C is the quindiagonal matrix expressed by (1.2). 
Effectively, this requires a knowledge of the inverse of 
(c - xjl). 
If we write 
(C - XjI) = LU (2.3) 
where L is a unit lower triangular matrix and U is an 
upper triangular matrix, then a knowledge of both L 
and U enables one to solve both (2.1) and (2.2) by 
forward and backward substitution techniques. 
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The matrices L and U may be determined by Ganssian 
elimination, but in order to ensure numerical stability, 
pivoting techniques are essential. 
Hence, we eliminate the variables in their natural order 
but select as pivotal row at each stage, say the (i-1)th, 
the row having the maximum coefficient of  xi_ 1. At 
each stage of the computation there are only three 
such rows, they are the (i-1) th and ith reduced row 
and the ( i+l)th row of (C-XjI)x with the (i+ 1)th 
row as yet unchanged. 
We denote the pivotal row by 
UlXi_ 1 + u2x i + u3xi+ 1 + u4xi+ 2 + u5xi+ 3 (2.4) 
which may be previous interchanges consist of  a 
maximum of 5 terms, the second row by 
VlXi_ 1 + v2x i + v3xi+ 1 + v4xi+ 2 + v5xi+ 3 (2.5) 
and the third row by 
WlXi_ 1 + w2x i + w3xi+ 1 + w4xi+ 2 + w5xi+ 3 
(2.6) 
which is the unchanged row 
di+ lXi_l + bi+ lXi + (Ci+l-Xjixi+ 1 + bi+2xi+ 2
+ di+3xi+ 3. 
For the first pivotal row i.e., when i=2, the first 3 
rows will be given by 
(c I -~)x  I + b2x 2 + d3x 3 
b2x I + (c 2 -~)x  2 + b3x 3 + d4x 4 
d3x 1 + b3x 2 + (c3-Xj)x 3 + b4x 4 + dsx 5. 
(2.7) 
Now, applying pivoting techniques to each of the rows 
from i = 2 to n-1  in the notation of  this paper, we have 
that if 
I u I I > Iv I 1 and [Wl[ , then (2.4) is chosen as pivotal 
row, if 
Iv I I > lull and IWll, then (2.5) is chosen otherwise 
(2.6) is taken. In each case the (i-1)th pivotal row in 
general can be denoted by 
di_lXi_ 1 + ei_lXi + f i_ lXi+l + gi_ lXi+2 + hi_lXi+3 • 
(2.8) 
Initially, we set 
U l=Cl -k  j ,  u2=b 2 ,  u3=d 3 , u4=0,  u5=0 
v 1= b 2 , v 2 = c 2-k j ,  v 3 = b 3 , v 4 = d4, v 5 = 0 
Wl=d 3 , w2=b 3 ,w3--c3-~ j , w4=b 4, w5=d 5 
(2.9) 
and we have the following 3 cases to consider for 
i=2(1)n .1 ,  
Case I 
For lUll > IVll and IWll , then we have no interchange 
and we set the following quantities : 
di-1 = Ul, el-1 = u2' fi-1 = u3' gi-1 = u4' hi-1 = u5 
m i = Vl/U 1, mi+ 1 = Wl/U 1, 
u 1 = v 2 - miu 2 , u 2 = v 3 - miu 3, u 3 = v 4 - miu 4, u 4 = v 5 -miu 5 , 
u 5 = 0, 
v I = w2-mi+lU 2, v2=w3-mi+lU3 , v3=w4-mi+lU  4, 
v 4 = w 5 - mi+ lU5 , 
v 5 = 0, 
w I = di+ 2, w2= bi+ 2, w3= c i+2-X j, w4= b i+3,w5= di+4 .
(2.10) 
Case 2 
For [Vl[> lUll and [Wll, then we have a simple inter- 
change between the first 2 rows, the (i-1)th and the ith 
and we set 
di-1 = v l '  e l - l=  v2' fi-1 =v3'  g i - l=V4 ' h i - l=V5 '  
m i = Ul/V 1, 
u I = u 2 - miv 2 , u 2 = u 3 -- miv 3, u 3 = u 4 - miv 4, u 4 = u 5 -miv 5, 
u 5 = 0, 
mi+ 1 = Wl/V 1 , 
v 1 = w 2 - m i + lV2 ' v 2 = W 3 - m i + lV3 , v 3 = w 4-  m i + lV4 , 
v 4 = w 5 - mi+ !v5 ,
v 5 = 0, 
w I = di+ 2, w 2 ~-bi+ 2, w~ - c i+2-  ~ , w4= bi+ 3, 
w5 = di+4" (2.11) 
Case 3 
For IWll > lull and Ivll, then ~ve have an interchange 
between the first and third rows, the (i-1)th and the 
(i+ 1)th and again we set the quantities : 
di_l = w 1, ei_ l=W2 , f i_ l=W3 , gi_l=W4 , h i_ l=W5 ,
mi =Ul /Wl '  mi+ l  = Vl/Wl'  
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u 1 = u 2 -miw 2, u 2 = u3-miw 3, U 3 = u4-miw 4, 
u 4 = u 5 - miw 5, 
u 5 = 0, 
v I = v 2 -mi+lw2 , v 2= v3-mi+lW 3, 
v 3 = v 4 -mi+lW4:  v 4 = v 5 -mi+ lW5: 
v 5 = O, 
w 1 = di+ 2, w 2 = b i+ 2, w3= ci+2-X j ,  w4= b i+ 3, 
w5 = di+4" (2.12) 
Thus, the pivoting strategy at the ( i -1)th stage is at 
most a simple interchange of the (i-1)th, ith or 
(i + 1)th rows with the following trivial modifications 
when the pivoting has reached the final two rows. 
For i= n, we have 
for lUll > IVll, no interchange occurs and we set 
d _l = Ul, e n_ l=  u2, fn-1 = o, gn-1 = 0,  n_l=O, 
m n = Vl/U 1, 
u I = v 2 - mnU 2, u2_ 5 = 0, 
and 
dn = Ul '  en = 0, etc. (2.13) 
whilst for IVll > lull , a simple interchange occurs and 
we set 
dn-1 = Vl' en-1 = v2' fn-1 = 0, gn-1 = 0, hn_ l=0,  
m n = Vl/U 1, 
u I = u 2 - mnV 2, u2_ 5 = 0, 
and 
dn = Ul '  en = O, etc. (2.14) 
Thus, provided the interchanges are noted, the 
elements d i, e i, fi' gi and gi provide enough informa- 
tion to solve the equations, 
(C - X I )x  = v (2 .15)  
for any right hand side vector v, by the appropriate 
forward and backward substitutions. Hence (2.1) can 
be written in the form 
LUx = v ~2.16) 
provided we include the interchanges in L. 
Wilkinson (1965) has shown that if we take the initial 
vector v in the form 
v = Le, (2.17) 
where the vector e T is of  the form (1, 1, 1,'..., 1), then, 
substituting, (2.17) in (2.16) gives the result 
Ux  = e, (2.18) 
where we have seen that the upper triangular matrix 
U has the general form : 
B m 
dl  e l  f l  g l  h l  
z2 f2 o 
"% X. , , .  .% ~. 
~. - . \  \ ~hn. .  4
U= \"  ~\  \ N. \ x N ~ 
\ ~. \ .  Xgn_ 3 
N 
O ~ 
dn_ 1 en_ l ,  
xo 
(2.19) 
With this choice of v, x can be determined using a 
simple back-substitution process expressed in 
algorithmic form by the equations, 
for i= n (-1)1, 
x i=  (xi- e~u- f ir- gi.w- hit)/d i, (2.20) 
and 
t=w,  W=V,  V=U and U=X i. 
Thus, there is noneed to determine Le explicitly. 
Once the vector x is obtained, we can obtain the 
second iterated vector y by solving equation (2.2). 
To d o this, we require a further forward and back- 
substitution process to be carried out on x. The most 
economical procedure to do this is by retaining a
record of the elimination interchanges previously 
carried out. Thus, the second forward substitution 
process is simply found from 
if  hat (i) > 0, then 
u = xi_ 1, xi_ 1 = xi, 
x i = u .mix i _ l ,  
x i+  1 = X i+ l -mi+lX i _ l ,  
i f  int (i) < 0, 
x i = x i - mixi_ 1 , 
(2.21) 
x i+  1 = X i+ l -mi+lX i _ l ;  
otherwise, 
u = xi_ 1, v=x i ,  xi_ l=x  i+ l ,  
x i = u - mix i + 1' 
x i+  1 = v -mi+lX i+ l  . 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
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with the accompanying back-substitution process 
given by (2.20) as before to yield the required eigen- 
vector y. Martin et al (1967) have recently comphted 
similar techniques for matrices of wider band-widths. 
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The recursive algorithmic process given by (1.7) was 
checked for validity by computing the eigenvalues to 
the quindiagonal matrix 
-5  -4 1 
-4 6 -4 1 '~. ~. `% "% ¢-~ 
~'~`% ` %`%x ```% ~'`%-- ~- -  
- .  -.-.%_ ` `%).. 
0 "1 " -4"6  "-4 
1 --4 5 
D u 
which possesses the known eigenvalues 
X m = 16 sin4(mrr/2N +2), m = 1, 2 . . . .  N, (3.2) 
(Gregory & Karney 1969). 
An ALGOL procedure based on the program given by 
Barth et al (1967) which computes the eigenvalues by 
the method of bisection using the Sturm sequence of 
polynomials Pi' i = 1, 2, ..., N given by (1.7) is 
presented at the end of this paper. The numerical 
results for this (10 x 10) quindiagonal matrix with 
the starting approximation fk m = 4 sin2(m~r/2N + 2) 
m = 1, 2 . . . .  N were obtained on the Loughborough 
University ICL 1904A computer and found to be in 
agreement to7 significant figures with the theoretical 
results given by (3.2). 
Similarly, the complete igen-solution to the following 
(10 X 10) quindiagonal matrix 
-5  -4 1 
-4 6 -4 1 
1. -4 7 -4 1 0 
0 
-4 -4 1 
1 -4 13 -4 
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was obtained by using the same starting approxima- 
tion and the procedures outlined in this paper. The 
results correct o 7-8 significant figures were found 
to be as given in the two tables on the preceding pages. 
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~ocedure  quinSturm (n , lb ,ub ,macheps ,eus l )  data : (c )  t rans : (b ,beta ,  
d,dd,m) result:(root,vec,count) exit:(ifail); 
value n,lb,ub,macheps,epsl, integer n,m,ifail; 
re-~[-Ib,ub,macheps,epsl; 
. . . _ . _ __  
array c,b,beta,root,vec, integer array count; 
array d,dd; 
co~en~ c is the diagonal, b the sub-diagonal, d the sub-sub-diagonal, beta the 
squared subdiagonal and dd the squared sub-sub-diagonal of a symmetric 
quindiagonal matrix of order n (n>4). The dimension of the arrays being 
c[l:n], b, beta [2:n] and d, dd[3:n] respectively. The eigenvalues which 
are less than ub and not less than Ib are calculated by the method of 
bisection and stored in the vector root [l:m]. The procedure fails if m 
on entry is less than the number of eigenvalues required and on exit m 
gives the actual number of eigenvalues found. The corresponding eigenvectors 
are calculated by inverse iteration and are •stored in the array vec[l:n,l:m], 
normalised so that the sum of squares is i, with the number of iterations 
stored in the vector count[l:m]. The procedure fails if any vector has not 
been accepted after 5 iterations. Macheps is the relative machine precisio, 





integer procedure sturmcnt(e,f,ff,g,gg,lambda); 
value lamhda; real lambda; 
array e , f ,  f f ,g ,gg ;  
begin 
in teger  count ,  i , j , r ;  
rea l  p rod ,prod2,sum,prodp;  
ar ray  p[O:n];  
comment sturm sequence; 
count:=O; 
p[o] :=1; 
p[l] :=e [l]-lambda; 
if p[l]<O.O then count:=count+l; 
p--[2]:=(e[2]-l--~-bda)-ff[2]/(i~f p[l]@ 0.O then pill else macheps); 
if p[2]<O.O then count:=count+l; 
p[3] :=(e[3]-lambda)-ff[3]/(if p[2]~ 0.O then p[2] else macheps) 
-gg[3]*(e[2]-lambda)/(~ p[2]*p[l]~ O.0 then ~*P[ l ]e l se  macheps) 
+2*g[3]* f [2 ]* f [3 ] / ( i f  p-[2]*p[1]~ .0.0 the~-p- [2 ]*p[1]e l s~cheps)  ; 
i f  p [3] <0.0 then count :=~6"unt+l ; 
 7odp: =p [1] 





for j:=i-2 step -I until 1 d_~o 
begin 
prod:=l; 
• for r=i-j+l step i until i do 
p-r-6d:=prod*g[r-~, . . . .  
prod2:=prod2*p[i-j-2]; 
sum: =sum+2* ((-I) + (j +I ) ) * f [i ] * f [ i-j ] *prod*prod2; 
end j ;  
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p[ i ] :=(e[ i ] - lambda) - f f [ i ] / ( i f  p[ i -1]~ 0.0 then p[ i -1] else macheps) 
-gg[ i ] * ( (e [ i -1 ] - lambda) / ( i f  p [ i -1 ]*p[ i -2 ] /  0 then p[ i -1 ]*p[ i -2 ]e l se  macheps) 
-gg[i-1]/(i_ff p [i-1]*p[i-2]---*p[i-3]~ 0 then p[ i -1 ]*p[ i -2 ]*p[ i -3 ]e l se  macheps)) 
+sum/(i_ff prodp ¢ 0 then prodp else macheps); 
i f  p[i]<O.O then count:=count+l; 




if epsl ~ 0.0 then epsl:=(abs(Ib)+abs(ub))*macheps; 
r:=m; 
m:=sturmcnt(c,b,beta,d,dd,ub)-sturmcnt(c,b,beta,d,dd,lb); 
if m>r then 
begin 
i f a i l := l ;  
goto f in;  
end; 
r := l ;  
ml :=sturmcnt(c,b,beta,d,dd, lb)+l ;  
m2:=sturmcnt(c,b,beta,d,dd,ub); 
m:=m2-ml+l; 
i f  m>r then 
begin 
integer  j , k , s , i t s ,g roup;  
real  xO,xl,xu,u,v,bi,eps2,eps3,eps4; 
real  xt ,w,t ;  
array u l ,v l ,w l [ l :S ] ;  
array g[ l :n] ;  
array h ,y l [ l :n ] ;  
array x ,wu[ml ,m2] ,d i ,e , f ,y ,z [ l :n ] ;  
integer array in t [ l :n ] ;  
comment find roots by bisect ion;  
x0:=ub; 




comment loop for k-th eigenvalue; 
for k:=m2 step -i until ml d__oo 
begin 
xu:=ib; :" 
for i=k step -i until ml do 
begin 
i_ff xu<wu[i] then 
begin 
xu:=wu[i]; goto contin 
end; 
end i; 
contin: if xO>x[k] then xO:=x[k]; 
for x-~:=(xu+xO)*O.5 while xO-xu >2.0*macheps* 
(abs (X u) +abs (xO) '~ '~ l  d_.~o 
begin 
s :s turmcnt(c ,b ,beta ,d ,dd,x l ) ;  
i f  s<k then 
begin 




if x[s]~xl then x[s]:=xl; 
end; 
end; 
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e lse  xO:=xl; 
end xl ; 
x [k] : = (x0+xu) *0. S ; 
end k; 
comment f ind  vectors  by inverse  i te ra t ion ;  
norm: =abs (c [1] ) +abs (c [2] ) +abs (b [2] ) ; 
for  i :=3 s tep  1 unt i l  n do 
norm=norm+abs (c [i ] ) +abs (b [ i  ] ) +abs (d [i ] ) ; 
comment eps2 is  the c r i te r ion  for  grouping, eps3 rep laces  zero p ivots  and 
equal roots  are modif ied by eps3, eps4 is  taken very  small to avoid overf low; 
eps2:=norm*6-3; epsS:=macheps*norm; eps4:=eps3*n; 
group: =0; s := l ;  
for  k:=ml s tep 1 unt i l  m2 d_oo 
begin 
i t s := l ;  root [ r ] :=x l :=x[k ] ;  
comment look for  c lose  or co inc ident  roots ;  
i f  k~ml then 
begin 
group:=i f  xl-xO < eps2 then group+l e l se  O; 
i f  xl .< xO then xl:=xO+eps3; 
end; 
u: =eps4/sqr t  (n) ; 
for  i := l  step 1 unt i l  n do z [ i ] :=u;  
comment e l iminat ion  with in terchanges;  
ul [1] :=c[1]~xl ;u l  [2] :=b[2] ;ul  IS] :=d [S] ;ul  [4] :=ul [5] :=0; 
vl [1] :=b[2] ;vl [2] :=c[2] -x l ;v l  [3] :=b[3] ;vl  [4] :=d[4] ;v l  [5] :=0; 
w111] :=d[3] ;w112]:=b[3] ;wl [3].--c[3]-xl;w114] :=b[4] ;wl [S] :=d[5] ;
for i:=2 step 1 unti l  n-1 do 
begin 
u :=abs(u l [1 ] ) ;  v :=abs(v l [1 ] ) ;  w:=abs(wl [1] ) ;  
i f  u>v and u>w then 
begin 
int  [ i] :=-1; 
d i [ i -1 ]  :=ul [1];" e [ i -1 ]  :=ul [2] ; f [ i -1 ]  :=ul [3] ;g [ i -1 ]  :=ul [4] ; 
h [ i -1]  :=ul [5]; 
y [ i ]  :=xu:=vl [1] /u l  [1] ; 
yl [i+1] :=xt:=wl [1] /u l  [1] ; 
for  j :=2 step 1 unt i l  5 d__oo 
begin 
t :  =ul  [ j  ] ; 
ul [ j - l ]  :=vl [j ] -xu*t ;  
vl [ j - l ]  :=wl [j ] -x t* t ;  
end; 
end; 
e l se  i f  v>w then 
begin 
in t [ i ]  :=1; 
d i [ i -1 ]  :=v111] ;e [ i -1 ]  :=v112] ; f [ i -1 ]  :=vl [3] ; 
g [ i -1 ]  :=v114] ;h[ i -1 ]  :=v115] ; 
y [ i ]  :=xu:=u l [1 ] /v l [1 ]  ; 
yl [ i+l  ] : =xt : =wl [1] /v l  [1] ; 
for  j :=2 step 1 unt i l  5 do 
begin 
t :  =v l  [ j  ] ; 
ul [ j - l ]  :=ul [j ] -xu*t  ; 
vl  [ j - l ]  :=wl [ j ] -x t* t ;  
en d; 
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end; 
e lse  
begi'n 
in t  [ i]  :=0; 
d i [ i -1 ]  :=w111] ;e [ i -1 ]  :=w112] ; f [ i -1 ]  :=wl [3] ; 
g [ i -1 ]  :=w114] ;h [ i -1 ]  :=wl [5] ; 
y [ i ]  : =xu:=ul [1]/wl [1] ; 
y l  [i+1] : =xt : =vl [1]/wl [1] ; 
for j:=2 step 1 until 5 do 
begin 
t :=wl [ j ] ;  
ul  [ j - l ]  :=ul [j ] -xu*t ;  
v l [ j - l ]  :=v l [ j l - x t * t ;  
end; 
end; 
i f  i<n-1 then 
begin 
wl [1] :=d[i+2] ; 
wl [2] :=b [i+2] ; 
wl [3] :=c[ i+2] -x l ;  
end ; 
e l se  for  j := l  s tep 1 unt i l  3 do wl[ j ] :=O; 
if i<n-2 then wl[4]:=b[i+3] else wl[4]TJO; 
if i<n-3 then wl[5]:=d[i+4] else wl[5]:=O; 
end i; 
i":=n; 
f [n-1]  :=g[n-1] :=h [n- l ]  :=0; 
i f  abs (ul [1 ]) >abs (vl [ 1 ] ) then 
begin 
i n t  [ i]  :=-1 ; 
di  [n- l ]  :=ul [11 ;e[n-1]  :=ul [2] ; 
y[n] :=xu:=vl [1] /u l  [1] ; 




in t [ i ]  :=1; 
d i [n -1]  :=v111] ;e[n-1]  :=v112]; 
y[n] :--xt :=ul [1 ] /v l  [1] ; 
di [n] :=ul [2] -x t*v l  [2] ; 
end; 
e[n] :--f[n] :=g[n] :=h[n] :=0; 
i f  d i [n]= 0.0 then d i [n ] :=eps3;  
comment backsubst i tu t ion ;  
newz: fo r  i :=n step -1 until 1 d_o 
begin 




for j:=r-group step 1 until r-I d__o 
begin 
comment orthogonalise with respect to previous members 
xu:=0.0;  
fo r  i := l  s tep 1 unt i l  n do xu :=xu+z[ i ] *vec[ i , j ] ;  
for  i:=l step 1 ~ n d-~ z[i]:=z[i]-xu*vec[i,j]; 
end; orthogonali s e; 
of  group; 
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norm: =0.0; 
for  i :=1 step 1 unt i l  n __de norm:=norm÷abs(z[ i]) ;  
comment forward subst i tu t ion  
i f  norm <1.0  then 
begin 
i f  i ts=5 then begin count[r]  :=6; 
i fa i l  : =2; 
gore f in ;  end; 
i f  norm=O.O then 
begin 
z[s] :=eps4; 
s := i f  sen then s+l e lse  1 
end nu l l  vector ;  
e l se  
begin 
xu: =eps 4/norm; 
for  i := l  step 1 unt i l  n do z [ i ] :=z[ i ] *xu ;  
end; 
for i:=2 step 1 until n-i d__o_o 
begin; 
if int[i]>O then 
begin 
u:=z[i-l] ; z [i-1] :=z [i] ; 
z[i] :=u-y[i]*z [i-l] ; 
z[i+l] :=z[i+l]-yl[i÷l]*z[i-1] ; 
end; 
e lse  i f  in t [ i ]<O then 
begin 
z [i] : =z [ i ] . y  [ i]* z [ i-1 ] ; 
z [ i÷l ]  : - z [ i÷ l ] -y l [ i÷ l ] *z [ i -1 ] ;  
end; 




z[i-l] :=z[i+l] ; 
z[ i ]  :=u-y [ i ] *z [ i÷ l ]  ; 








Z [n- l ]  :=z[n] ;
z In]  : =u-y In]* z In] ; 
end; 
i t s := i ts÷ l ;  gore newz 
end forwardsub; 
comment normal ise so that  sum of  squares is  1 
.u:=O.O; 
for i:=l step 1 until n d_~o 
u:=u+z [i]÷ 2; 
xu: = l .O /sqr t  (u) ; 
for i:=l step 1 until n d__oo vec[i,r]:=z[i]*xu; 
count[r]:=its; r:=r+l; xO:=xl; 
end 'kth vector; 
end ml < m2; 
i fa[~." =0 
fin:end of quinsturm; 
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